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**ABSTRACT**

The US food and drug administration (FDA) has long called for clinical outcomes assessments (COA), such as patient-reported outcomes (PRO), to be ‘fit-for-purpose’ meaning the COA has been validated to support the context of use. The FDA’s recent patient-focused drug development guidance series has renewed the importance of ensuring that COA is ‘fit-for-purpose’ and valid. In addition, the FDA has recommended that COA be collected electronically and that the electronic (eCOA) system and devices also be validated. Advancing technology requires eCOA systems and devices to evolve; eCOA devices may change over time. As bring your own device (BYOD) models gain popularity and acceptance, devices may also be mixed within trials. Changes in eCOA devices or mixing devices may require equivalence testing to prove validity across platforms. The aim of this article is to provide an overview of the different types of validation at both the assessment level and the eCOA system (device) level to help clinical trial sponsors determine the appropriate level of validation or equivalence testing required for COA used in their clinical trials.
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**INTRODUCTION**

COAs, such as PROs are an important part of many clinical trial regulatory submissions, not just to support labelling claims but also for evaluation of the drug’s benefit-risk assessment. Per FDA guidance documents, COAs submitted to the FDA should be ‘fit-for-purpose’ meaning that the COA has been validated sufficiently to support its context of use. In addition, the FDA recommends that COA be collected electronically and that the electronic (eCOA) system and devices also be validated. Advancing technology requires eCOA systems and devices to evolve; eCOA devices may change over time. As bring your own device (BYOD) models gain popularity and acceptance, devices may also be mixed within trials. Changes in eCOA devices or mixing devices may require equivalence testing to prove validity across platforms.

This article describes what it means for a COA to be considered valid, and the difference between COA instrument validation and eCOA system validation. In addition, this article examines how validity is affected when eCOA devices or platforms change or are mixed within a trial, and what equivalency testing should be performed to maintain validity. The aim of this article is to provide clinical trial sponsors with an overview of what validation or equivalency testing is needed at the assessment (COA) level as well as at the eCOA system level.

**OVERVIEW OF TYPES OF VALIDATION**

Assessment validation (evaluation of psychometric properties)

The FDA and European medicines agency (EMA) published several guidance documents on the use of COAs in clinical trials, including: FDA ‘Guidance for industry patient reported outcome measures: Use in medical product development to support labelling’, FDA ‘Patient-focused drug development guidance series for enhancing the incorporation of the patient’s voice in
medical product development and regulatory decision making’, EMA ‘Reflection paper on the regulatory guidance for the use of health related quality of life (HRQL) measures in the evaluation of medicinal products,’ and EMA ‘Appendix 2 to the guideline on the evaluation of anticancer medicinal products in man—the use of patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures in oncology studies.’

The FDA calls for the COA to be ‘fit-for-purpose’ meaning the COA should be appropriate for the intended use, reliably and validly measure concepts that are clinically relevant and important to the patient population of interest, and understood and interpreted by the user as was originally intended by the COA author. While this document focuses on validity, reliability is also another important measurement property and a requirement for validity. The following is a summary of evidence recommended to be submitted to the FDA to demonstrate that a COA is ‘fit-for-purpose’: conceptual framework of the concepts being measured, content validity or evidence that the COA measures the concepts of interest, and evidence of other measurement properties such as reliability, construct validity, and ability to detect change. Content validity is obtained from qualitative studies (e.g. interviews or focus groups), quantitative studies, and/or published literature. Examples of information submitted to establish content validity include: literature review, expert input, concept elicitation interviews, and cognitive interviews to test the COA.

Sponsors may choose to use an existing COA, modify an existing COA, or develop their own COA. In any case, sponsors should show that the COA is ‘fit-for-purpose’ as outlined above in their patient population. If a sponsor chooses to use an existing COA in a different patient population than the one where it was validated, or modify an existing COA including a change from paper to electronic collection, a small qualitative study in the target patient population may be required, including concept elicitation (CE), and/or cognitive interviews (CI, also called cognitive debriefing or CD) to demonstrate that the COA is still ‘fit-for-purpose’ in the new patient population or on the new modality.

**Mode-to-mode equivalence (e.g. paper-to-electronic equivalence)**

As noted above, if an existing COA is administered on a different modality from which it was validated, a sponsor may need to show that the COA is still valid on the new modality. This type of study is often called a mode-to-mode (e.g. Paper-to-Electronic) equivalence study. The purpose of this study is not to show content validity or assess the psychometric properties but rather show that the change in modality does not change the participants’ understanding or responses. Typically, equivalence studies are done for COA that will be used to support labelling claims to meet regulatory requirements or to fulfil copyright holder requirements. For example, many COAs are first developed and validated on paper. To move to a different mode with only minor changes, such as a faithful migration to electronic, the FDA PRO guidance recommends that a small qualitative study may be adequate to show that the assessment still performs as intended on the new modality. Substantial changes may require quantitative equivalence testing or treating the COA as a new instrument with full psychometric testing.

Traditionally, the gold standard for paper-to-electronic equivalence for minor changes was cognitive debriefing and usability testing (CD/UT) as described by Coons et al in the 2009 international society for pharmaco economic and outcomes research (ISPOR) task force paper ‘Evidence needed to support measurement equivalence between electronic and paper-based patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures.’ However, recently there has been a shift in the scientific literature showing that an expert screen review may be sufficient in addition to device usability testing in a representative patient population. Recent literature based on CD/UT testing concludes that it is very rare for PROs to be inequivalent when moving from paper to electronic administration, such that an expert screen review and usability testing may be sufficient to demonstrate equivalence.

**Linguistic validation**

Once a COA is finalized in the source language, it may undergo translations and cultural adaptation. Per the FDA PRO guidance, PRO translations that will support labelling claims require full linguistic validation. The ISPOR task force for translation and cultural adaptation recommends a translation and linguistic validation process that includes dual forward translation and reconciliation, back translation and review, and cognitive debriefing interviews with in-country participants (typically 5 per language) recruited based on the indication, age, and in some cases gender. When using eCOA, there are two processes to consider: source document (e.g. paper) translations of the assessment, and then migration of the translated assessment to an electronic system. Linguistic validation can be done at either step.

**eCOA system validation**

eCOA system validation is a process performed prior to a clinical trial to ensure that the eCOA device and software programming function as intended and demonstrate performance stability for use in a clinical trial. The eCOA system validation process has been outlined in the ISPOR task force paper: ‘Validation of electronic systems to collect PRO data-recommendations for clinical trial teams.’ Generally, the process includes the following eight components:

**System requirements definition:** System requirements describe all aspects of the system, such as the needs of
the protocol, patients, and clinic staff, regardless of the technology.

Defining system requirements before the eCOA system development begins allows for quick, easy and inexpensive changes to be made; as well as allows the eCOA team to get a clear understanding of the requirements before designing the system.

System design: System design documentation includes detailed and technical description of the eCOA system. System design documentation includes details of the data collection and storage, web portal including display of source data in reports, alerts, and data transfer to the sponsor or CRO.

Coding/software development: Writing code or customizing code that has already been developed in a software programming language to align with the system requirements and system design documentation.

Testing by the eCOA system provider: Testing the eCOA system, as outlined in a test plan and comprehensive set of test cases, to ensure that all aspects of the eCOA system meets the agreed upon system requirements and system design documentation.

Traceability: A traceability matrix that ensures that each system requirement has been accounted for in the system design document as well as in the test cases.

User acceptance testing (UAT): UAT is a process by which the clinical trial team tests the eCOA system and determines whether it meets their expectations and conforms to the system requirements.

Installation and configuration management: Process by which the eCOA provider installs the tested software on the eCOA device, and ensures the correct study version is deployed to the correct location.

Decommissioning plan: Process by which the eCOA provider retires or decommissions the eCOA system when a clinical trial ends. It includes ensuring that all collected patient data are uploaded to the central database and the database is locked, collection of eCOA devices, ensuring that all required validation documentation exists in the vendor archive, and notifying all internal and external support parties.

The eCOA vendor should also provide evidence that the eCOA system is in compliance with FDA regulation 21 CFR Part 11, with regards to electronic records and electronic signatures. It is important to note that eCOA system validation refers specifically to the eCOA device used (computer, smartphone, tablet) and software programming (which includes all aspects of collecting eCOA data, storing eCOA data, displaying eCOA data in reports, and transferring data to sponsors), while assessment validation relates only to the COA itself (the content of the COA) as previously described. Ideally, assessment validation is performed prior to eCOA system validation to avoid rework of the eCOA system if the COA must be modified as a result of the assessment validation process.

CD/UT vs Expert Screen Review

Cognitive debriefing/usability testing (CD/UT) is a qualitative research process used to determine whether concepts and items are understood by study participants in the way the instrument developer intended. If electronic data collection is used, usability testing of the device to determine ease of use is performed at the same time as the cognitive interviews. CD/UT typically employs a semi-structured interview with a mix of close-ended questions and a ‘think aloud’ process.

The typical process for CD/UT with electronic implementation is outlined below: Development of study documents (e.g. Protocol, semi-structured interview guide, informed consent form, case report form etc.) and device programming are performed in parallel, IRB submission of study documents and screenshots, Participant recruitment (usually n=10), Participant interviews (cognitive debriefing and usability testing), Coding and analysis of qualitative data and final report.

CD is typically performed after an instrument has been developed to test the instrument in the patient population of interest and ensure that the participants understand the instrument as intended. In addition, as mentioned previously, CD/UT can also be used to show paper-to-electronic equivalence.

Expert screen review in lieu of CD for paper-to-electronic equivalency was originally proposed by Muehlhausen et al in 2018. The authors conducted a meta-analysis of 53 CD/UT studies and identified minor findings in only 9% of studies. Taken together with previous quantitative studies that found a high level of agreement between paper and electronic assessments, expert screen review was recommended by the authors instead of CD/UT when migrating an instrument which was originally validated on paper to an electronic form. However, regulatory agencies have yet to formally adopt this recommendation, although guidance updates from the FDA, as well as updated recommendations from ISPOR, are expected in 2020 which may address the topic. Expert screen review can be used to demonstrate that eCOA design best practices have been followed and includes review of the following components by an eCOA expert: review of the electronic assessment instructions, ensuring a faithful representation of the original instrument instructions. In general, there should be minimal changes to instruction text, with only text specific to paper changed (e.g. changing ‘circle the response’ to ‘select the response’). Usability including readability of the font size as represented on the electronic screen and ease of navigation between questions and Item-by-Item
migration review. This includes ensuring no changes in the core wording of the item stem and response options; key emphasis is maintained (e.g. bolding or underlining); for visual and numeric response scales, anchor text should be located so that it is clear which position on the scale is being referenced.

Expert screen review should be coupled with usability testing in the study participant population. Muehlhausen et al have suggested that usability testing in a representative patient population, as opposed to each target patient population, may be sufficient. The representative patient population should have similar age ranges, education level, and socio-economic status to the target patient population, and may include additional groups such as dexterity-challenged participants, technology-naïve participants, cognitively-challenged participants, or partially-sighted participants.

**When to use CD/UT**

The COA will be used to support a labelling claim, or be used as part of a submission to regulatory agencies and the COA or parts of the COA have never been tested to ensure understanding in the study participant population. Note that additional validation may be required to show content validity (such as concept elicitation) and other measurement properties as noted previously. Typically, CD/UT should be performed well prior to phase 3 studies (Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Recommendations for assessment validation of existing or modified COA used to support a labelling claim.**

(BYOD=Bring Your Own Device; CD/UT=Cognitive Debriefing and Usability Testing; CE=Concept Elicitation; p-to-e=paper-to-electronic; UT=Usability Testing)

**When to use expert screen review**

The COA will be used to support a labelling claim, or be used as part of a submission to regulatory agencies. The COA has been previously validated, but it will be faithfully migrated to a different modality (e.g. paper-to-electronic) with minor changes, or mixed modalities (e.g. BYOD) will be used and there is existing evidence (e.g. in the literature) using the same response scale types to support the equivalence between modalities. As with CD/UT, expert screen review should be performed well prior to phase 3 studies (Figure 1).

**MIXED DEVICES**

**Bring your own device (BYOD)**

There is growing interest in allowing patients to use their own devices to collect eCOA data in clinical trials, called BYOD. In a BYOD model, it is important to allow for patients who may not wish to use their own device, as well as those who might lose or damage their personal devices during a study, the means to use a provisioned (study provided) device as a backup. Experience has shown that relying on all patients to comply with a BYOD requirement is rarely, if ever, practical. As such, sponsors may want to consider having a mechanism to provide some number of provisioned devices in a BYOD study as backup. The FDA ‘discussion document for patient-focused drug development public workshop on guidance 3: select, develop or modify fit-for-purpose clinical outcome assessments’ acknowledges the increasing interest in BYOD but still recommends using a single platform throughout a clinical trial to reduce variability. If a sponsor decides to proceed with BYOD, they should provide a detailed plan to the FDA to review and comment on to ensure that the instrument will function as intended across devices. In the scientific literature it has been recommended that just as expert screen review can apply to paper-to-electronic migration, it can also apply to electronic-to-electronic migrations, such as BYOD. Therefore, it is recommended that expert screen review and usability testing be performed on the smallest permitted screen size/resolution, and it is also recommended to include a range of devices, including smallest and largest permitted sizes, and both android and iOS devices.

**Technical and international customs restrictions**

Technical restrictions such as obsolescence of electronic devices/shortage of inventory, or international customs laws preventing device import to certain countries may require eCOA devices to change over the lifetime of a clinical program or be mixed within a clinical trial. In this section, types of technical and international custom restrictions are addressed as well as recommendations to mitigate the risk.

**Obsolescence of electronic devices**

With improved product development, new technologies, and faster production cycles, manufacturers have the ability to bring new products to the market quickly and force previous products to obsolescence. Experts say that the obsolescence problem is not going to get any better, and that approximately 3% of the worldwide electronic components becomes obsolete every month. Electronic device obsolescence poses a risk to the quality of data collected from clinical trials and may require devices to
be replaced. Hence, determining the equivalence of all devices used in a clinical trial or program becomes a necessity in order to mitigate the risks. Although there are several mechanisms of obsolescence, here are two related to electronic devices:17

Physical obsolescence: Characterized by products being intentionally designed to last for a certain period of time, allowing limited or restricted repairs, or by products looking old compared to new ones recently launched.17 Consumers look for the best overall-functioning device; therefore, investing in efficient, innovative, and attractive devices may boost manufacturers’ competitiveness while it eliminates obsolete, and sometimes costly, ones. This action also limits consumers’ choices and forces them to adapt or switch to new technologies to obtain more benefits.18

Technical obsolescence: Characterized by introducing new and upgraded products to the market to replace existing ones. In this case, products that are available are still functioning and not in need of being replaced. This type of replacement is considered voluntary as it is based on consumers’ demand for satisfaction and manufacturers’ demand to satisfy consumers.17

Shortage of inventory

Manufacturers may decide to halt production of certain devices for many reasons such as ‘economics, supply outweighing demand, and consumers’ non-satisfaction with the product’ among others.17 In device-provisioning companies, these actions are often out of their control. A shortage of devices is inevitable given that companies cannot order and stock sufficient devices to supply future demand for the duration of a clinical trial that can last for years. In addition, implementation of obsolete devices in a clinical trial may result in a shortage of inventory, therefore it is recommended that dedicated devices have a compatible and equivalent mode of electronic data collection in the event of potential shortages of obsolete devices.

International customs restrictions

International customs laws restrict entry of certain electronic devices into certain countries. These laws require manufacturers or vendors to obtain a regulatory certificate in order to gain country access. Vendors must test their devices against each country’s regulatory standards and regulatory agencies use these test reports to prove conformance and grant device certification. Not all devices used for eCOA have obtained regulatory certificates in all countries. However, the eCOA vendor should select devices that are able to enter the majority of countries. In addition, clinical trial sponsors and CROs have the possibility of using clinical trial exemptions to import devices into some countries. This is a time-consuming task and sometimes does not resolve the problem. Nonetheless, these restrictions should not prevent clinical trial sponsors from testing drugs worldwide or prevent sponsors from electronically collecting data. Instead, alternative devices that have passed countries’ regulatory standards, are certified, and found to be equivalent to all other devices should be used in the trial or program. Each eCOA vendor must make sure devices are compliant with international customs restrictions and provide regulatory guidance for each country and each type of device.

Recommendations when using mixed devices within a clinical trial or program

Use of obsolete technology may result in higher failure rates, difficult repairs, product recalls, and increased costs, necessitating that devices be replaced over time.18 In addition, shortage of inventory or international customs restrictions may require devices to be mixed within a clinical trial or program. Proactive actions such as replacing devices used in a clinical trial and certifying the devices as equivalent may help maintain safety in electronic data collecting modes. If any of the above restrictions cause devices to be mixed within a trial or program, sponsors should perform mode-to-mode equivalence testing as discussed previously (e.g. expert screen review coupled with usability testing) on all devices that will be used for the first time in a mixed-mode trial to keep studies at their safest levels of data collecting.

CONCLUSION

The use of eCOA systems to support a labelling claim should be 1) Shown to be ‘fit-for-purpose’ by validly and reliably measuring the concepts of interest that are clinically relevant and important to the target patient population. 2) Shown to be equivalent across modes and devices used, and 3) Shown to validly collect data as intended with performance stability over the life of the clinical trial. Development of a new COA that will be used to support labelling should follow the recommendations from the FDA ‘Guidance for industry patient reported outcome measures: Use in medical product development to support labeling.’ For previously validated COAs that will undergo minor modifications (e.g. paper to electronic migration or electronic to electronic migration such as BYOD or due to technical/customs restrictions), recent scientific literature has recommended performing expert screen review coupled with usability testing to evaluate equivalence. However, it is important to note that expert screen review alone has not been officially endorsed in any regulatory guidance documents. Therefore, it is recommended that sponsors discuss plans for using eCOA with regulatory agencies early in their protocol development. Validation of eCOA both at the assessment level as well as at the system level ensures collection of accurate and high-quality data.
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